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A.S. panel
to look at
housing
solutions
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board of Directors voted unamimously Wednesday to establish a committee to study alternative family student housing in the wake of the
eventual Spartan City closure.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president and
nqwly-elected committee chairman, voiced
crincerns over the lack of a housing plan.
"The university administration or the
A.S. has never put forth a plan to rectify the
problems we have with family housing. McCarthy said. "I would like for this committee to create a rough draft proposal by the
end of the semester with many different options about funding and location for a Spartan City replacement.
"We need to lay the groundwork for future family housing,- he added.
The committee hopes to include students.
a city council representative, and even a representative from Assemblyman John Vasconcellos office.
"I encourage anyone interested to get involved," McCarthy said. Students who

’We need to lay the
groundwork for future
family housing.’
Terry McCarthy.
A.S. vice president
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1.arry -Lola- ’,anchor) is one of twelve campus comedians who took part in the U.S. College Comedy

Competition at Spartan Pub. Here, Conchal-) entertains a calmer crowd, which was at times rowd),

photographer

throwing food into the overhead fans and heckling the
comedians if they appeared nervous.

Pub comedians: take these hecklers please!
It) Jeff Elder
Daily start writer
You learn nothing about comedy from
being funny. You ordy learn .front not being
homy. Some people here will get a college
education tonight.’
These are the words Master of Ceremonies Judd Apatow used to open the U.S.
College Comedy Competition Wednesday
night at the Spartan Pub.
Twelve students braved hecklers for a
chance to be chosen as one of four finalists
who will he flown to Daytona Beach, Ha..
in March to compete for the grand prize. a
performance at the club where Eddie Murphy got his start. New York’s Comic Strip.
Most of the comedians, however, received a rude introduction to show business
from the crowd, whose catcalls followed
unsuccessful jokes or signs of nervousness.
A few scored well with the audience.
though, and organizer Mitch Rudy said one
contestant. Darryl McCane, who billed
himself as "Liquid." might even have a
chance of continuing to the finals. National
judges Larry "Bud" Melman and Gilbert
Gottfried will choose the finalists by view-

ing videotapes taken of every comedian.
None of the contestants enjoyed the
same success or mastery of the crowd as
Apatow, who finished second nationally in
the competition last year.
In his opening monologue, Apatow
made light of the use of puns in the news.
"Any light story in the news has to use a
pun,- he said. "Like, it’s panda-monium
at the Washington too, where Sing-Sing
and Ling -Ling are enjoying their new
cage.’ You never see these puns in hard
news stories like, ’It was a dog day today
for a man who was struck by a Greyhound
bus.’ "
Apatow then switched his topic to condoms. "I don’t like to carry a condom in
my wallet anymore. because it’s like a calendar of how long its been since I’ve had
sex. Everytime I open my wallet, it’s like,
’What? You still there?’
"And what happens when you sit on a
condom? They melt. And what happens
when they melt? They turn into diaphragms. You have to give them to your
girlfriend. 1 remember my first condom.
My grandfather gave it to me. It was

wicker."
Apatow also used a condom reit:relict: to
shut up a heckler. "Why don’t you put a
condom on your head and dress the part?"
he asked. When the heckler contunued his
catcalls. Apatow said, "Hey this is my job.
I don’t come down to Wendy’s and hug
you when you’re changing the salad bar."
Contestant Milton Reynolds made a suggestion of how to prevent campus crime:
"You know how they have those blue light
rape prevention phones? Well. I think they
should put one in the bookstore because I
just bought my books, and I really could
have used one.*
Contestant Larry Lanehart, who first
performed comedy in last year’s competition, said he has gone on to perform in the
Bay area’s Last Laugh. Remington’s.
Hyatt Internacional, and at the Comedy
Store in Los Angeles.
’I came home last nigh( and my roommate and his girlfriend were making love
on the living room couch. I said. ’I don’t
mind y’all making love on the couch, hut
when I come in, stop! Don’t just wave like
that.’
Lanehan said

Free screening tests for Tay -Sachs
disease will he held Feb. 24 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Union
and 5 to 7 p.m. in West Hall’s formal lounge. The test will also he availible on Feb. 25 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Student Union Council
Chambers. All interested persons are
eligible for testing at SJSU except
pregnant women. who must go to
Stanford Medical Center to take the
test.
One in 150 persons is a carrier of
this incurable disease. And in the
Jew ish population, the rate is one
person in 25. Rut, there is no way to
See SCREENING page 6

"This is what comedy is all about,
though." he said. "In the end the crowd
wants to have a good time. If I can show
them that the can have a good time by listening to me instead of throwing things at
me. I’ve done my job."
While the audience listened to Apatow.
some 01 them also threw things at other
contestants Favored projectiles were the
sample bags of Doritos tortilla chips distributed by organizers. Sonic spectators
discovered they could create a tortilla chip
shower by tossing the bags into ceiling
fans. a feat they repeated throughout the
evening to the discomfort of others. Dori See COMEDY page 6

Beethoven
rolls over to
computer age

Screening
offered for
hereditary
disorder
By Dani Parkin
Daily start writer
You could be a Tay -Sachs carrier.
and not even know it.
Tay -Sachs is a hereditary disease
that kills children before they reach
the age of six. The frightening reality of the disease is that when both
parents carry the trait there is a one
in four chance their child will contract the disease and die of it.

Apatow said it would he hard lot aspiring comedians to get their start at a comedy
competition at the Pub. "It tougher here
than at the University of Nevada -Reno,
where we were last night. or UC-Davis.
where we were the night betOre, because
sonic of these people have been drinking
for hours. At the other shows they only
started serving liquor a half-hour before the
show.

Peter Kuestenhaum
phi/mop/1, iir,./. ,or

Philosopher to present weekend lecture
business, in a press release. "It gives effecabout
Speaking
greatness and philosophy could tive substance to the hackneyed
he mind -boggling. but SJSU pro- truism that people are our most
fessor Peter Koestenbaum will be important resource."
lecture
inKoestenbaum’s
doing just that Sunday.
Koestenhaum will he lecturing cludes his idea of the 10 basic
at the First Church of Relgious leadership concepts explaining
Science Sunday from 3 to 5 p.m. philosophy in business.
Those ideas are: The Power of
as a benefit for The Institute for
Ideas. The Philosophic Frame.
Clinical Philosophy.
The lecture is titled "The Inner The Structure of Business, The
Side of Greatness: Philosophy in Human Core. Greatness and Legacy, The Depth of Inwardness,
Action for Business."
"Philosphy provides the se- Genius and Ethics. Credibility.
rious and sophisticated attention Authenticity in Motivation and
required for the personal side of The Philosophic Deep Structures
leadership and human side of pro- of Human Existence.
See LECTURE page 6
ductivity," Koestenbaum stated

By Laura I. Lukas
Daily stall writer
Everything you ever wanted to
know about Beethoven will soon be
yours at the push of a button.
The Ira F. Brilliant Center for
Beethoven Studies. located on the
sixth floor of Wahlquist Library. has
undertaken the task of collecting all
materials relating to Ludwig van
Beethoven’s life and music.
Patricia Elliott, curator for the Ira
F. Brilliant Center, estimates that
there are 22,(XX) Beethoven -related
books, articles, music scores, and
letters to collect and document,
some of which are already in catalogue form.
The center already has a large collection of "Beethoveniana," including a 12,000-item card file acquired
from the defunct Michigan Beethoven Society. The cards identify each
item and where it can he located.
The research will be time -con
suming because some articles are
buried in timeworn bibliographies.
"The hard pan is the retrospective
back to the late 18th
research
Century when Beethoven was
born." Elliott said.
See MUSIC page()

would like to participate should inquire at the
A.S. Business Office.
The board also expressed a need for the incumbent member of the council to remain focused on their job and not worry about the
upcoming A.S. elections in March.
"I’m concerned that committee members
will not concentrate on their jobs and worry
about the election.- McCarthy said.
"The students pay us to work for them,
not to run for re-election.- he added.
Rick Thomas. director of community affairs. echoed McCanhy’s feelings.
"I’ve seen communication harriers go up
during election time. Incumbents need to
consider the present and not worry about the
future." he said.
After attending a California State Student
Association meeting last week. A.S. President Michael McLennan reported that the
CSSA is trying to establish a plan to correct
the high student loan default rate.
The proposal is to create an incentive plan
including a good credit rating for graduates
and former students who keep up with their
payments.
"The way the system is now, a loan is either paid up or in default.- McLennan said.
"There is no middle ground."
A credit rating that can fie checked by future creditors is the aim of the proposal. The
CSSA believes that this will inspire regular
payments on loans.
In other business. the Rugby Club gave a
positive mid -year report stating the club is
going well and is enjoying its best season in
years.
"We are ranked fourth in Northern California,- Rugby Club President Andrew Lamont said. "This is our highest ranking in 10
years. -

New campus recycling
program under way
IS I isa OstrOski
Daily stall writer

left it a mess.- said Vern McGlothlen. manager of landscape and transportation.

Environmental Studies students
have organiied a pilot program to
As for the new program. he is
collect newspapers on campus for remore optimistic. "It sounds like a
cycling.
White cardboard boxes, bearing good idea if the kids can make some
the universal recycling symbol, are money and it will help keep the camnow available for newspaper dispo- pus clean of the newspapers.- he
sal in front of Clark Library. Swee- said.
ney Hall, the Student Union, Dudley
Ernesto Montenero, an environMoorehead Hall and the Old Science
mental studies major, thinks that as
Building.
Though the Campus Planning an educating institution, the univerCommittee has not approved the pro- sity should assume a leadership role
gram yet. Peggy Asuncion. facilities in the recycling effort
planning manager, said the students
"We need to reuse our regave a good proposal.
Initially there were concerns be- sources." he said. "We have to start
cause the last recycling project on making conscious choices about taking care of the environment instead
campus ended badly.
See RECYCLE page 6
"The students just walked off and

NCAA says no
Association rejects GPA requirement
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Editorials

Schools team -up
with industry

Israel should end
violent response
when the United States this week vetoed a
United Nations Security Council resolution urging Israel to curb its harsh treatment of Palestinian protesters in its occupied
territories, it refused to face the reality of a
government using unnecessary and often brutal
force against people under its control who may
have legitimate concerns.
The United States voiced the only no vote
on the resolution, which urged Israel to apply
the fourth Geneva Convention guidelines on
the treatment of civilians during wartime. In
other words, army soldiers should stop using
live ammunition against crowds of protesters
and end its policy of beating captured protesters.
Although many nations that face continuing
protests have specific not police trained in
handling crowds with the goal of keeping injuries and deaths to the minimum, Israel has
steadfastly refused to train and equip a similar
force to handle its situation. Government officials maintain that regular army soldiers are adequately handling the ongoing unrest.
Overall, both sides are adamant in their positions. The Palestinians demand more autonomy in the occupied areas while Israel says that
once the protests end, negotiations regarding
self-rtdc will be discussed.
Meanwhile, U.S. Middle East Envoy Philip
Habib has been taking part in limited regional
talks to end the violence, but so far such discussions have been at a purely superficial level.
The United States should encourage Israel
to ease the crackdown and adress the legitimate
human right concerns on the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. If image-conscious Israel had any
awareness of how its handing of these protests
is affecting the country’s standing in the
world’s opinion, it would surely reconsider its
hard-line policy.

something happened during Super
liowl XXII last weekend that really got my
blood boiling.
No. not the fact that the Washington "Who
Woulda Thunk It" Redskins beat the living bejesus
out of the Denver "Big Orange Choke Machine"
Broncos 42-10.
What upset me was the media’s non -attention to
a group of players who were just as responsible for
the Redskins capturing their second Super Bowl
crown as Doug Williams or running back Timmy
the offensive linemen.
Smith
You know, those big, bulky gr:’s, in those big
pads wearing so much tape on their arms they look
like the Michelin man. Yeah, they do look kind of
funny and lack the appeal of your average quarterback, but while you laugh, remember that the
game would be inconceivable without these guys.
You say. "So what! The Redskins won Super
Bowl XXII because Williams had a great day and
Smith’s record -breaking 204 rushing yards proves
that he’s a great runner!"
Well, not quite. Williams is an erratic quarterback who is either red hot or dead cold. As far as
Smith is concerned, he is nowhere near the class of
the Redskins’ other backs. George Rodgers or Kelvin Bryant.
"OK," you confess, "Even if what you say is
true, why should we give a monkey’s uncle about
the offensive linemen?"
Let me count the ways, my friends. In Super
Bowl XXII, Washington’s.offensive line ability to
control the battle at the line of scrimmage resulted
in them winning the war.
Example: Washington’s running game was effective because the linemen carried out their blocking assisnments to near perfection.
When the run went toward the right. Redskin
guard R.C. Thielemann and tackle Mark May were
able to knock down Bronco defenders Greg Kragen
and Rulon Jones and isolate linebacker Jim Ryan.
Running to the left showcased guard Raleigh McKenzie and tackle Joe Jacoby contolling Bronco defenders Andre Townsend and Karl Mecklenburg.
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what do you know, businesses in the
vvdl
Silicon Valley are sponsoring efforts to
get their employees’ education level up
to an acceptable standard for the high-tech
workplace.
What a great thought, this attitude of industry’s, that a dollar invested in education is the
most effective dollar they can spend. It is sad
that the quality of education in America has
dropped to its current level, often turning out
graduates incapable of reading blueprints, or
speaking in simple, gramatically correct sentences.
Curing these problems will take time at
least 15 years, according to state school superintendent Bill Honig. At least 64 percent of
America’s large corporations see education as
their top concern.
In the Silicon Valley, companies like Hewlett-Packard. National Semiconductor and others make contributions to, and form working
relationships with local schools and universities. At De Anza and Foothill colleges. more
than 3.000 workers were enrolled in courses
last year that were custom designed for the
firms sending them.
According to predictions by the U.S. Department of Labor, the percentage of jobs that
can he called. "low-skilled" will be 27 percent. in twelve years. as opposed to almost 40
percent today.
These predictions mean that schools can no
longer allow the flood of even semi -illiterate
people to graduate into the marketplace of
labor. Moreover, the lessening demand means
that fewer and fewer of those without even the
most fundamental skills won’t be able to get
jobs that provide only basic sustenance.
As a perfect example of this education defecit. Raychem Corporation, in Menlo Park, interviewed 6,000 applicants trying to fill 500
hourly-wage jobs. It turned out that they had to
leave I(X) of the positions vacant. And what
was the education required for these jobs?
The eighth grade.
How likely does this make it that the ones
who have reading problems have even bothered
to read this?

1988/Spartan Daily

True education differs from training
I.Se got one by problem %kith col
lege. I don’t think I’m learning anything. It’s not because I don’t take
classes. I’ve got about 120 units between SJSU and my junior college.
Yet, most of what I’ve received for
all the time and money I’ve spent is
not education, but training.
Training is defined by Webster as
"To form by instruction, discipline,
drill, ect., educate: narrowly, to
teach so as to be fitted, qualified,
proficient, etc.
It is the stuff that is jammed down
our throats, regurgitated verbatim.
and then graded by sonic higher
being (most often the Scan -iron machine). We burn the notes. Forget
most if not all of it. And hopefully
pass each class.
Training, of course, is important.
I would hate to fly in a plane piloted
by someone with no training. In
many ways, training is the most important element in doing a job efficiently. But. I thought college was
supposed to give us more.
Am I just caught up in a 1960s
concept? Did learning and expanding become passe along v, ith love.
peace, and hallucinogenic drugs? Is
this generation so caught up in getting ahead that we don’t care about
learning for the sake of learning?
R.S. Peters once said, "To be educated is not to have arrived at a destination: it is travel with a different
view." It seems to me that the emphasis of this university most certainly is the destination. May the
view remain the saw.
Some classes dolittempt to incite

training are we capable of dealing
with it in the reality of today, not to
the extent of which it could revise
our future, make the future better
and more equitable for all.

Dani Parkin
learning. There are brave teachers in
every discipline. There are business
classes that attempt to teach application and honest problem -solving
methods.
Ethnic and minority
classes force us to think and reason,
but about 90 percent of my classes in
college have been based in definitions and short-term memorization.
This kind of training is described
by John Dewey when he writes,
’Learning here means aquisitions of
what is already incorporated in
books and in the heads of elders.
Moreover, that which is taught is
thought of as essentially static. It is
taught as a finished product.. It is to
a large extent the cultural product of
societies that assumed the future
would be much like the past."
Rut tomorrow will not be like
today. And we who have the opportunity to experience college deserve
the education that will enable us to
create a better world for tomorrow.
Technology is increasingly expanding our world. But only with

We cannot let ourselves go
through college and come out like an
assembly line of programmed roboirons. We must insist on the opportunity to really learn. The college must
make more of an effort to impliment
programs that encourage true education of its student body instead of the
mere training of it.
We need. as Paulo Feire said.
’An education which would lead
men to take a new stance toward
their problems
that of intimacy
with those problems, one oriented
toward research instead of repeating
irrelevant principle. An education of
’I wonder’, instead of ’I do.’
Some might say that I have not
taken enough classes, not worked
hard enough in my classes, need to
change my major, or one of my minors. or just that I’m full of B.S. (not
referring to a bachelor’s degree).
Fein: said, "Democracy and democratic education are founded on
faith in men, on the belief that they
not only can but should discuss the
problems of their country. of their
continent, their world, their work,
the problems of democracy itself.
Education is an act of love, and thus
an act of courage. It cannot fear the
analysis of reality or, under pain of
revealing itself as a farce, avoid creative discussion.

Letters to the Editor
Column missed mark
Lelnor.
First of all, I would like to respectfully counsel Mr. Tom Dunlap
(Letters to the Editor. Feb. 3) not to
be so chairtable with the gratitude of
the entire student body in thanking
Ms. Jonholt for her "enlightening
column on Sen. Paul Simon. I, for
one, do not consider it very enlightening at all. There is, for instance.
not a mention about Senator Simon’s
proposal to increase federal expenditures and government programs to a
level which would worsen the deficit
that exists today. Al a time when the
collective conscience of the nation
seeks to reduce the deficit, Sen. Simon’s welfare programs would do
the very opposite. What is Sen. Simon’s solution? Why, the typical
chant of the Democratic party, the
panacea of the liberal mind -set-raise
taxes and cut defense expenditure!
Well over the period of the Reagan administration, the federal government has collected more in revenues than ever beim, while cutting
tax rates! How did that happen?
Why, voodoo economics, of course!
No, folks, it is the triumph of supply-side economics while Congress
wrings its hands in despair over the
enornous deficit, it would be prudent
for it to consider the primary source
of the problem -congressional spending, pork in the budget. Taxes are
not the solution.
As for defense. Mr. Dunlap asks
through Elvis Costello.’ What’s so
funny about Peace. LOW and Understanding?" A leader of a free and
liberty -loving people must temper
the aforementioned qualities with
prudence, caution and strenght. History is witness to the fact that peace,
love and understanding do not always solve the problem. Those admirable qualities are understood only
by nations dedicated to those ideals.

Wilson dealt with Lenin not through
appeasement but force. Stalin’s
peace, love and understanding led
him to slaughter 30 million of his
own people in the quest for a worker’s paradise. Hitler’s didication to
peace, love and understanding is legion. Kennedy dealt with Khruschev
through strength and fortitude of
principle not through appeasement.
A sensible nation must realize that
the defense of its freedom, values
and institutions here and abroad
must take precedence and only
through strength, can a nation
achieve an honest and genuine
peace, not the hollow peace of a
lice state that exists today in, say,
Vietnam!
Siren Aigle
Senior
Biological Sciences

Say no to Vietnam
Editor.
I’m a Vietnamese -American student. From what I’ve learned by
watching television and reading
newspapers, the United States government seems to be preparing for
relations with Vietnamese communists.
I would like to share my knowledge with everyone about Vietnamese communists, so we can discuss
or give an idea to our congressmen.
First of all. I would say most
Americans did not have an experience with communists, except the
people who escaped from communist countries and special Vietnam
veterans.
The children can denounce in public trial and kill their parents if their
parents don’t like communism. Can
you believe that? That has been teaching in Vietnam under the commu-

nist regime. Anyone who has different ideas to the government will be
considered a trader and will be killed
or sent to jail for life.
I have a friend whose town was
invaded by North Vietnamese in
1960. and he was arrested and put in
jail for 20 years. He was finally released in 1980. Even though he’s
just 45 years old, he looks like a 70year-old man. He lost all his teeth.
He said that there are still many U.S.
soldiers in jail and even the French
have some from before 1954.
I do not know enough English to
describe about the Vietnamese communist’s cruelty. I think some GIs.
who were in "Hanoi’s Hilton," can
describe it better than me.
I’m Vietnamese. Of course I want
my country to become rich, or at
least have enough f(xxl, and freedom
for the people. But I never want the
relation between the Vietnamese
communists and the U.S. to happen.
My opinion is that all the G.I.s
who fought in Vietnam. who lost
their lives in Vietnam. who are still
missing in Vietnam and all Americans. will betrayed by our government if relations happen.
I think that the death of 50,000
G. I.s in Vietnam is a list of people
who signed a petition with their own
blood to oppose the relation between
Vietnamese communist and the
United States.
I want to bring my own blood to
liberate my country and to take back
the honor of the GIs, and the
heroes who fought in Vietnam and
did not have the permission of the
government to win the war; however
I need your help. I believe we will
succeed and we will take back the
honor to Vietnam and the United
States.
Truong H. Vu
Senior Graduate Student
Industrial Technology

you’re not convinced. Well, let’s take a look
So
at Washington’s passing game. Example:
F.arly in the second quarter, with Denver
ahead 10-7 and the ball on the Bronco 27, Williams
drops back to pass while Denver blitzes its linebackers. But. Washington’s blockers contained
Denver’s oncoming blitz. The result was Williams
having enough time to find his primary receiver
Gary Clark open in the end zone for a 27 -yard TD
pass and a I 4- 10 lead.
However, Super Bowl XXII was not an isolated
incident of where linemen played a pivitol role in
the offense.
San Francisco 49er fans remember the 1982
NFC Championship game against Dallas when Joe
Montana and Dwight Clark connected for "The
Catch." But do they remember how the Niners got
down the field in the first place?
From their own II, the Niners drove down the
field with draws, sweeps and reverses. All the running plays succeeded because of the work by blockers Dan Audick. Randy Cross. Fred Quillan. John
Ayers and Keith Fahnhorst, men who were just as
important to the "drive" as Montana and Clark.
Even our very own Spartan football team owes
some thanks to the men at the front lines. Everyone
who was here during the miracle 1986 season will
never forget the Fresno State game when Mike
Perez threw a TD pass to Lafo Malauulu with 26
seconds left in the game. But does anyone remember that the Spartan offense line of John Aimonetti,
Mike Barnard, David Diaz -Infante, Manu Mulitalo
and Tim Stejskal were able to hold off an all-out
blitz just long enough for Perez to make the connection’?
Although the names have changed, football
owes a lot of gratitude to the men on the line of
scrimmage who absorb most of the opposing defense’s fury for the offense’s moment of glory. You
don’t have to know their names by heart, but respecting them is unavoidable, which is all they ever
ask.
Richard Motroni is the Entertainment Editor of the Spartan Daily. lie would like to dedicate this column to his friend. Spartan lineman
John Collins, for giving him a better understanding about the profession and for making
him laugh when his spirits were low. "Pretzel
Logic" appears every Friday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community. Letters to the editor can
be on any topic. Personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name.
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Child’s
father
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Dole and Bush meet
in war of many words

Three For All

Associated Press
Republican Bob Dole confronted
chief opponent George Bush on
Thursday, accusing the vice president of a campaign designed "to impugn my integrity" and demanding
to know if Bush authorized an aide’s
harsh statement.
The two met face to face on the
Senate floor in a moment orchestrated by Dole following escalating
tensions between their two presidential campaigns.
Enjoying the GOP brawl. Democrat Bruce Babbitt ridiculed Dole
from afar for leaving his vision of
the future "locked in a blind trust."
Locked in their own tight race in
Iowa. the Democratic presidential
candidates crowed over Wednesday’s narrow House defeat of aid to
the Nicaraguan rebels.
Republican candidate Pat Robenson looked to score a victory in
Hawaii’s rescheduled GOP caucuses
and straw vote Thursday night. The
Bush and Dole campaigns acknowledged that Robertson who nearly
doubled GOP membership in that
state since December had the
numbers to win.
Dole, the Republican leader of the
Senate, handed the vice president it
copy of a statement by Bush’s Iowa
chairman.
"I wanted the vice president to
tell me man -to man that he had authorized it," Dole said. "He said he
had authorized it but hadn’t read it
So I handed him a copy."
Bush. the president of the Senate.
was presiding during a procedural
vote on aid to the Nicaraguan Contras.

By Jell Elder
Daily staff writer
Police were searching late Thursday afternoon for two Hispanic men
in connection with the disappearance
of a 3-year-old San Jose girl they believe may have been abducted by her
father Wednesday.
Two men were spotted in a 1978
or 1979 copper-bronze two-tone
Ford Mustang near Rubion Drive
and Marten Avenue at about the time
the child was seen there at 3:30
p.m.. San Jose Police Officer Don
Tietgens said.
The disappearance occurred less
than a week after police began warning residents that a suspected kidnapper was in the area.
Tietgens said police have dismissed the theory that Maria Lupita
SaIdana was abducted by the "kitten
kidnapper," a man who lured an elementary school girl into his car in
the area by claiming he would let her
pet a kitten.
Tietgens said the different locales
and methods of operation plus the
domestic angle caused police to believe the two incidents were not related.
The child’s mother, Somcco Gonzalez, told police she awoke from a
nap at 4:20 p.m. Wednesday to find
her missing.
The girl was wearing a red sweatshirt with blue sleeves, faded red
pants. gold earrings and a gold chain
around her neck displaying a likeness of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
police said.
Thursday. 20 officers and six detectives were searching for Maria.
who had her black -hair tied back in a
ponytail with a pink ribbon.
Tietgens said an initial description
of the child as four feet tall and
weighing 30 pounds was probably
inaccurate.
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Sophomore Henry Nlontes, Freshmen Eric Burley
and Ben Roseberry battle for control of the bas-

photographer

ketball. These three residents of Markham Hall
play the game on a makeshift basketball hoop.
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Bush and Dole both broke oft
campaigning four days berm,
Iowa’s crucial caucuses to return I.,
Washington where Senate Republicans hoped to breathe life hack inn,
President Reagan’s Contra aid pro
posal.
"I know a Bush set-up when 1 sec
it and this is Bush-league operations.
trying to impugn my integrity...
Dole said.
"I told him he owed Elizabeth an
apology ... If 1 were going to make a
very personal attack on a candnhite
and his wife. I would want to P.. ,
and not let some state chairman
it and say later, ’Well I’m on the
high mad. I haven’t read it but I authorized it," he said.
"He ought to get hack in chartze

Manufacturing
WON. In the 0.0 01
Genentech. Inc
biotechnology. is hiring Allenufacturing
Technical 011serelors for Fermentation
and Product Recovery
Saccossful candklatee all here 2-4
yeS$ ol undergraduate education.
demonstrate mechenical aptitude
and be obis to follow deasiscl written
insbootbns A strong desire In wort,
end the ability to perform repents%
procedures both elaclenay and
accundely re also required
The production of largelscale sus
pended ce/I cultures Involves Into
blowing: mule and buffer prepare
len; operation of tormenters, nitration
systems and purMastbn columns All
operations ere lob. performed per
SOP while following GIAP end
corminy safety guidelines
Shiltworis Is required, graveyard
poefflons predominantly available

’

Genentech &lens an excellent salary
and benefits package end believes
strongty in unwilling opportunities In,
perionel growth end edvencement
Please send resume to
Cone Comte. ay. Human Resource,.
Dept 2519, Genentech, Inc
460 Point San Bruno Blvd
South San Frencisco CA 94090
An equel oppottunity ernpioyer

you try en assortment of many different brands al speciel
sayings Our Super ISO WOO, has 100 waled Candome in s.rtgle package including a minimum Of II
different brands, Plan pecluge assures pnvacy Samos
es tut Money back guaranteed 7 not desgived

Adam Eves

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
tor SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. hems may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
TODAY
Billet Jewish Student Association:
Candlelight dinner: Kosher Chinese
Friday Night, 7-9:30 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center. 300 S. 10th St. For
information. call 294-8311.
Study Ski Break: Sign up by Feb. 5
in the Associated Students Business
Office in the Student Union for the
A.S. Leisure Services ski trip to
Sugar Bowl. Feb. 12. Call 924-5961
for information.
India Students Association: Sixth
Annual Valentine Dance. 8 p.m -I
a.m.. Student Union Ball Room. For
information, call 729-5763.
Student Health Service: Training
for volunteers assisting with Tay.
Sachs disease screening. 1:30-2:30
p.m . Duncan Hall 249. For information. call 924-6117.
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume II critique
session of
typed drafts of resumes and letters.
12:30-2 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room
For information. call 924-6033.
College Republicans: Speech , Kirk
Kidwell on AIDS. Noon. Amphitheatre. For information, call 3581061.
Spartan Tennis Club: Meeting. 2
p.m.. South Campus Tennis Courts.
Call 277-8262 for information.
Frances Gulland Child Care Center: (a student service organization)
Openings for children between 2-5

years old. Sliding fee scale. Call
293-2288 for information.
The New American Party: Speech.
founder Michael Mathiesen. 12:301:30 p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium. Call 476-7126 for information.

SUNDAY
Billet and SJSL United Jewish Appeal: Bagel brunch ($2). 11:30
a.m.. Hillel. 300 S. 10th St. Tour of
Anne Frank Museum Exhibit. 2
p.m.. San Jose Museum, 110 S.
Market. For information, call 294)1311.
MONDAY
Campus Christian Center: Informal bible study. 7-8 p.m. Corner Of
10th Street and San Carlos. Call
926-2096 for information.
Spartan Aquatics Waterpolo and
Swim Club meeting. 3:30 p.m..
Lower level of Student Union. Call
299-2215 for information.
Social Dance Club: Weekly
.4-6
ec
ity
arp
Room
p.m.,
Guadalupe
Call 279-9680 for information

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)
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*6403 Super 00 Condom Simpler

Career Planning and Placement:
tips
Landing an engineering job
on successful job-search campaigns.
12:30 p.m., Engineering Building
327. Tour of Career Research Cen
ter. 2:30 p.m., BC 13. For inform,I
tion, call 924-6033.
1

SA I UHDAY
AIDS Education Committee: Symposium of Immuno Deficient Diseases, 8 a.m.-3 p.m., Sweeney Hall
100. Registration tee: $11 for students. $22 for members, $24 for
non-members. Fee includes coffee
and lunch. Call 924-6117 for information.
Clube Lusitania: (Portugdese Club)
"Wild Night in Rio"
Brazilian
Carnival Ball. 9 p.m. -1 am.. S.U.
Ball Room. Call 262-8044 for information.

und In plain
guarantee

sDAN

Flying Twenty: General meeting
7:30 p.m.. Aem Maintenance Lab
Call 969-8323 for information.
SJSU Film and Video Society:
Meeting. 3:30 p.m.. HGH 122 Call
924-4571 for information.
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting tor r,

tent ial pledges. 7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room. Call 998-1540 for information.
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GENENTECH, INC.
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ipUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
we oiler free t ounselffig

Ii, help vou explore All the
options, in( hiding
OPEN ADOPTION
Children’s Home So( ielv of
California’s nationally re’s ognired
program. Featured on the CBS
Evening Nlex%, and ft4(Call’s
Magaiinc.
CALL (408) 293-8940

$ 6.00
II 816
81616

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 1988
EXITING ACTION!!!!
SPARTAN GYM
Feb. 6, 7:30
(corner of 4th and San Carlos)

Spartans vs Cal State Long Beach
Women’s NCAA Basketball
Women’s Basketball groups and youth welcome

For ticket information call 924-FANS
COMPLIMENTS OF ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MU

JOHN

S.J.S.U. United Jewish Appeal & Hillel present

HUGHES

FILM

A ’MGM, BIRIUNCYril
AMID
ANNIE MAMIE EN ’TIM WORLD
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7
BAGEL BRUNCH - 11:30 a.m. ($2.00)
AT S.J.S.U. HILLEL OFFICE - 300 S. 10TH ST.
TOUR OF ANNE FRANK EXHIBIT
AT SAN JOSE MUSEUM - 2:00 p.m.
110 S. MARKET STREET

COPIES
Open Early
Open Late
Open Saturday
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkoss

Man.
Woman.
Life.
Death.
Infinity.
Tuna casserole.
One movie dares to tell it all.
ELIZABETH McGOVERN

KEVIN BACON
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A New Comedy About The Labor Of Ufe.
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NCAA votes down
GPA requirement

Gymnasts
face tough
Stanford team

By Jennifer Truman
Daily staff writer

SJSU is one out of only four
schools in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association that requires its athletes
to have a minimum grade point average.
The voting delegates at the 82nd
National Collegiate Athletic Association’s
National
Convention
(which was held from January I I -14
in Nashville. Tenn.) voted in
and
only hours later voted out a
national standard GPA for student -athletes.
"The schools who inspired the recall vote
which was spearheaded
by DePaul’s Athletic Director, Bill
Bradshaw defended
themselves
on each of their individual institution’s academic records and high
academic
standards,"
NCAA
spokesperson Jim Marchiony said.
Marchiony added that the voting
delegates would most likely bring
this legislation up at a later date.
Amoung the schools who defeated
the proposal on a roll call vote were
Harvard, Rice, Yale, Georgetown.
Virginia and Princeton universities.

Senior Brian Reed, right.
shown here on the bars
against ((’-Santa Barbara,
and his teammates on the
SJSU men’s gymnastics
team will travel to Stanford
on Sunday for a dual inert.
The Spartans currently own
a 2-3 oserall record with
both victories coming
against the Gauchos. The
most recent was a 263.45 to
245.80 win on Jan. 22. The
Cardinal comes to the meet
with a perfect 2-0 mark.
prior to today’s match -up
with UC-Berkeley.

"The justification for these institutions was that it was inappropriate
for the NCAA to create a mandatory
academic standard," SJSU Athletics

Director Randy Hoffman said.
"They felt the institution should be
left with the academics."
Hoffman, who voted in favor of
the standardized GPA, found it rational to establish the equalization for
student -athletes.
"If a student is not making minimum progress in his major. be it engineering or physical eduction, then
it strikes me that the athlete is not
spending enough time on academics." Hoffman said.
At this time there are only two
conferences that have a standardized
GPA for every student -athlete who
particpates: the Big Ten with a 2.0
average and the Big Eight. whose
minimum required GPA increas,,
each academic year the athlete pal ticipates.
SJSU also has a 2.0 GPA requirement.
"San Jose State’s minimum of 2.0
for its student -athletes is one of the
highest requirements nationally."
Hoffman said. "Unless things have
changed since I came to San Jose, I
know the University of Maryland
does not have a minimum GPA."
Hoffman was the senior associate
athletics director at Maryland before
coming to SJSU in May 1987.
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FORA SPECIAL
VALENTINE
ADVERTISE IN THE
SPARTAN DAILY

Kiefer Sutherland
Meg Ryan
Jason Gedrick
Tracy Pollan

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

CONSIDER A
NEW CAREER
Call for a FREE catalog
regarding our Acupuncture
and Acupressure pro.
grains. Become a Doctor
of Oriental Medicine.
Day/Night, Full/PT tini,.

PROMISED

LAND
Life on the edge
of the American Dream.

S.F. College
of Acupuncture
St. Clara Campus

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Ald Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We here a data bank of owe’ 200,000 listings of scholarships,
s
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion In private
I
sector funding.
I
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
IInterests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
Thore’s money available for students who have been newspaper car
I
Hors, grocery clerks, cheisrleadeirs non smokers
etc
I
Results GUARANTEED

(408)247-5000

Films LiNirrED

A AESTRON PICTURES PRESENTATION IN ASSOCIATION %JIM (iREAF AMERICAN
PARTNERSHIP
A WHOWOOD ENTERPRISES PRODUCTION WITH THE OXFORD FILM CONIPANY A FILM BY MICHAEL HOFFMAN

PROMISED LAND STARRING KIEFER SUTHERLAND MEG RYAN JASON GEDRICK IMO’ POLLAN
MUSIC BY !WES NEWTON HOWARD PRODUCTION DESIGNER EUGENIO ZANETTI
EXEtil I’VE PRODUCERS ROBERT REDFORD AND ANDREW MEYER PRODUCED BY RICK STEVENSON
WRITTEN AND DIRECTO") BY MICHAEL HOFFMAN
.4411111111g9PRWM

011.1111

NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE’ ENGAGEMENT

CAMPBELL
CINEMA 371 3020

I

For A Fri. Brochure

CALL
ANYTIME

1.800.648.0846

111001.=11INdada.

fog 7
Md=1.

gyrirMin

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF

CALL THEATRE
FOR SHOWFIMES

PRUNE YARD

Call for open -house dates
Register Now
Classes start Feb 15
Veterans Approved
Free Treatments

"A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET"

JOSTENS

COLDIS COMING! SALE

OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

$60

-

401\1
4seg,

,1

-

WES CRAVEN’S

Don’t order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs.
See your Jostens representative for more details.

A

mi

i4

S

COLL

F

CF

the Serpent and the Rainbow

RING*"

L DAY
Dote: FEB. 1st - 5th
Place:

Time: 1011frt - 6PNI Deposit Required: S20.00
opprisent Hans Avila*

SPRIVERN BOOKSTORE
=

AR

KEITH BARISH, F., ROB COHEN DAVID LADD
THE SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW’
BILL PUL1AN CATHY TYSON ZAKES MOKAE PAUL WINFIELD
RICHARD MAXWELL AR.SIMOUN’ WADE DAVIS BRAD FIEDEL
DAVID NICHOLS
,,,,,,GLENN FARR
ROB COHEN KEITH BARISH
DAVID LADD DOUG CLAYBOURNE
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
DOI
WES CRAVEN

Fie

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details.
See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
11411 { CO a at

OPENS FEBRUARY 5TH.
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WASHINGTON
API - Congressional Democrats who dealt a severe blow to President Reagan’s
Central America policy set out
Thursday to produce an alternative
that will sustain the Nicaraguan Contra rebels while stimulating regional
peace efforts.
"We will make sure those we
lured into this battle are not left high
and dry." said House Speaker Jim
Wright. D-Texas. He promised to
bring a new package of purely humanitarian aid for the Contras up for
action within three weeks.
The House, with only a dozen Republicans in the majority, voted 219211 Wednesday night to kill Reagan’s request for $36.2 million in
new aid for the rebels fighting Nicaragua’s leftist Sandinista government.
The package included arm,. ra

dios and other logistical military
support as well as food, clothing and
medicine. Weapons and ammunition
accounted for only $3.6 million of
the total but were at the root of the
opposition.
Despite the death of the president’s package, the Senate went
through the motions of a debate
Thursday that gave senators an opportunity to speak and vote on the
issue.
Vice President George Bush, the
Senate’s presiding officer, and Minority Leader Bob Dole, R -Kan., interrupted
presidential
campaign
swings in Iowa to attend the session,
which Contra backers apparently believed could serve as a forum for
their views.
"After last night’s vote in the
House, Contra aid is dead in Congress, and the Senate should not

f 2.0
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JERUSALEM (AP) - Palestinian protesters
set fire to a bus and an Israeli civilian shot and
wounded an Arab stone-thrower in clashes in the
West Bank on Thursday.
Two Israeli soldiers and a Palestinian guerrilla
died in a foggy, pre-dawn skirmish on the Lebanon
border.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo says the Democrats need to correct
their image as a party that will "sacrifice defense
for social programs."
Cuomo. while not an active candidate for president, made the comment in an interview published
in Thursday’s editions of the San Francisco Examiner.
Cuomo said in the interview in Albany, N.Y.,
that the Democratic vision needs to be far more
"subtle."

Panama trafficker indicted
MIAMI (AP) - Panama’s military strongman.
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega. was indicted Thursday by a federal grand jury here on charges of aiding international cocaine traffickers, sources said.
The 30-page indictment includes racketeering
and other drug -related charges, the sources said on
condition of anonymity.
The indictment was presented Thursday to
Chief U.S. Magistrate Peter Palermo, whojmmediately ordered it sealed at the request of Assistant
U.S. Attorney William Junge.
U.S. Attorney Leon Kellner of Miami scheduled a news conference for Friday at which he was
expected to announce the indictment. In addition,
the U.S. attorney’s office in Tampa, which has
conducted a parallel drug investigation of Noriega,
has also said it will make "an important announcement" Friday.
Noriega, who leads Panama’s national guard, is
considered the power behind the civilian government.

In addition, Coehlo said the legislation may address the issue of
whether private American citizens
should be permitted to raise third party contributions as a way of keeping military aid flowing to the rebels
- an action seen by anti -Contra
forces as potentially undermining the
peace process

Isaac Newt
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DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your soil,. Wee
and money too For Information

STUDENT
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HELP WANTED
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EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. Fine mobile home ...alive lo apt hrn
rental Cell Eon* at 371,1664 or
749-5100
FAST SAN JOSE -2 roams. Includes
111010.0 6 0111111. 8250 & 0200
Cali eyes .251-3259
ONE

ROOM

for

rent.

0250 me 0111I001

gm
Mel
6150 deposit

153S 121hSt. est for Mr B
PRETTY QUIET VICTORIAN rm. $320
mo
0111 Merthyd ft. fr...
French *In. Dryr wshr clr TV
stereo micro refrg defer.. hfr
No ecnk, pal
Drive way -perk
Close SJSU. 299-7068
ROOMS for rent’ I tinge Mapites home,
5200-8300
shared ut11 Call
Clsco al 735-3003945-1770
SJSU AREA VICTORIAN chano. 5
rooms office apartment space
Shared housing, skylights. rear
pelting 0290-0424. cell 297-2960
VERY QUIEI rot in hous., Or lath
uti 7 Mks. no social parties, one
gried-fectly Oularl. 5250 nes 1110.
Ilse music-ert Female, call 2479720
1 LARGE ROOM for rent. 6$00 moo &
1150 deo . OtlIltie. OKI 155 S
17th St aak for Mr B

PERSONALS
AVAST YE SCURVY DOGS. forget rho
others & come see the legs 4
buns contest Prizes gab,* TonIght 51 THETA CI41.1
UNELECTROLYSIS
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 5
tleywood
Aye San Jose, call 747 7488 for
appointment
SECRET (unadvertised) HAIR & SKI/4
milf-lretmenls now here tho,
your networt from 40 yr Europeen

Xint buelneisetundraising
lee
oppty VIKTOR Iire-Distr) 14081
270.3774 and or SH211

SERVICES
BARE ITALL’ Stop shoring. waxing,
tweerIng or using chemical .01
tortes I at roe perrnenenRy remove your unwanted hair (chin

nIcetion & negotietion skills’ We
pay $511,01w depending nn your

bikini, tummy mousteche, etc)
15% discount In students and fer,
ully Cell before May 31, 1988 and

Fiesible
performance
hours Cell 924 1125

get your first appt

evening

Sr 1 2 prIc
Unearthed 14.1 Disappear With
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Skibblefritz

Michael Sherman

ALL CIGHT FIZITZ , Tr YOU
THINK THE riEACErt5
1,4613W MO 1HE SIMI
oF
((Fe , WE’LL
STAZT IT MONDAY.

ThAT CASE TZL WC’
serf MoNEY 7t!, +lief
ikkitst1E. ACTIX5 TO
RA1/4( The iMPORTANT"
ROLES. WELL WANT
17-e OE5T; STrta-P,
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Dumbar Pig and Friends

miNTBE SO, 5-UT
IGNORE t...D.’s
IS
SO DOMBAR... HECTIC! iVE ALREADY GOT
SARCASM.AFTER RIGHT NOW ITS THE
THAT
HOWIYOUR EVERY-TESTS, A 10
PITS I.
FIRST DAY? THING’S
WHILE,COLLC-GE
A
AU.?
AGETERM PAPER ,
LIFE WILL BE A
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SO FAST !
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HOUSING
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. 1 BATH"
Carport. well to campus, no pets.
0595 mw Coil 2243939 286-41840

cell 377-5063ve4

WORK

,1.
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"bit 0 1 VII

akINTOSH LITERATE person neCled
for
smell desktop publish.

SURE HOPE
YOUR MCN)
DCE-947
MIND TOO
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Co 90224 Cell (3031759-3200 01
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TEl EMARKETING

Sheila Neal
11415 15 68:01,
SKIM; IN YOUR
BACXYARD!
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NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE’ We
n eve piens with quelity coverage

try tie
AN EICI
NEW firAvrek 50 ;ova,
IN PRES/PEA/MI A NAME
LIKE
COUFAGE
’1140917,

The outlines of the new Democratic aid package remained vague.
House Majority Whip Tony Coelho,
D-Calif., said, however, it is likely
to reach beyond the short-term needs
of the rebels, whose U.S. aid ends
Feb. 29, to encompass a long-term
economic development package for
the region.

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - President Daniel
Ortega said Thursday the rejection of further aid for the
Contra rebels by the U.S. Congress will strengthen peace
efforts, "but it does not make the war disappear."
"President Reagan is meeting with the National Security Council, studying ways .o continue the war
against Nicaragua, Ortega said in a news conference
the day after Congress turned down the Reagan administration’s request for $36.2 million for the anti -Sandinista
rebels.
"If the president of the United States . . . tells the
North American people and the international community
that he has decided to cut off all kind of military aid and
financing to the mercenary forces and begin a direct dialogue with the government of Nicaragua on security matters and direct the Contras to cease fire, then, yes, we
would be able to say we are on the road to peace," he
said.
The leftist Sandinista government generally refers to
the U.S.-funded and -trained Contras, who have been
waging a guerrilla campaign against the Sandinistas
since late 1981, as "mercenaries."
State-run radio on Thursday called on the rebels to
lay down their arms and take advantage of political amnesty.
The rebels, in a clandestine Radio Liberation broadcast, said: "The Nicaraguan Resistance will continue.
The people’s desire for liberty will not be stopped." The
station reportedly broadcasts from El Salvador and is
jammed in Managua.
Ortega lobbied hard to end the funding. His campaign included restoring many lost rights in the last five
months, courting visiting Democratic Congress members, and recently completing a European trip that included an audience with Pope John Paul II.
Military analysts speculated the Contras could not
survive more than a year without the food and weaponry
airdropped to isolated, rugged regions by CIA -operated I
planes. The Contras have been most active lately in central Chontales and northern Zelaya provinces.
They say they have up to 18,000 men under arms, although the Sandinistas put their strength at 6.000.
There was little reaction to the news from Washington on the dusty streets of Managua, where Nicaraguans
waited in lines to buy gas or board scarce buses.

Democrat calls for new image

MINEAP Of A PRESIPEN
WO ’3 ASLEEP I &RA i)5-f tY
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waste its lime trying to bring Contra
aid back from the grave," Sen. Edward Kennedy. D-Mass., said in arguing against holding the debate.

Ortega responds
to aid rejection,
says war won’t end

World Digest
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5593500 1645 S Bascom. C
’Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS and counseling in Sunnyvale arse Call
732-3733
MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
tioived, tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call
(415) 796-8497

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of 11535
You vs pot the party, were got
the music’ Michel Plodudtlon.
provides wide sleety of music
for your weddirg, party or dance
Sr reesonble rotes Call Desiree
or .11
249-2870 01 927 7359

instructor

prep.’s

reports. rev... letters, group
manualt theses. etc All
aceletelc formats & APA Free
disk Mange. SPEt CHEK punc
futon001 grammar assistance All
wort guarent.0 For thet proles
atonal. quick

depend.li worry,
free .nrice Of 115 best with AFFORDABLE RATES, call PAM at
247-2881 (Santa Clan) STUDENT
& FACUL TV DISCOUNTS.

your

needs Feet and reliable I ow
rates Call 10.116 all., 2 30 PM at

students All work guarenteecl
SpeclailitIng in word perlett end
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PROCESSING

TO

FIT

I UCID

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY.

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE in typOng that slops

Trust TONY. 796-2087 Thanks
81 50 par page doubie spec.
40014840 seven days weekly
via
turnaround All work guar
.teed Thank.
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*PA FORMAT. term pep. Weal5 wee
corned 10 seers typing word pre
ceasing experience I otter quality
printing Very competitive rime*
Students wet. remount with
ID Access Dete-2111-4902 ask for
Teresa
00 IT MOTE. Word processing, 70
years experience nnumes. let
tete. m.IIlIYg ilstts books article.
Proofreading editing avellable

SJSU TYPIST 2 bits fro campus
Wordpravessioing. storage. free
tleTterMinel. Very quielt The werk
is guerenteed $I 25 Obi 541.50
pogo Contact FEN at :48-7139
SUCCESS

251-4665

Call us and compere

Fremont

415-657-2943
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Career
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Comedy: At Spartan Pub

Play it Again

From page!
tos and Sticklets gum co-sponsored
the event.
Ratty said the competition gave
Apatow a chance to make a career
out of comedy. "He’s a pro now,"
he said.
Apalow has helped to organize
benefits for Comic Relief, an organization which donates the profits of
comedy shows to charity, as well as

performing in comedy clubs and
hosting the competition.
To a first-time performer who suffered the slings and arrows of the
hecklers. Rady offered a hit of consolation. "It’s all downhill from
here." he said.
Last years winner. Joe Morrison.
now performs comedy in his home
state of Texas

Lecture: Given Sunday
Front page I
Koestenbaum holds degrees in
philosophy from Stanford. Harvard
and Boston universities. He has
taught philosophy at SJSU since
1954 and has received many awards
from the school for his teaching efforts.
Koestenbaum is the author of

Ethics.
"Ehe Heart W ft ii
Power and Philsophy." which discusses the role of philosophy in business.
Cost for this lecture is $5. Registration begins at 2:30 p.m. at the
church, located at 1195 Clark Street.
For more information, contact Martha Spencer at 374-7445.
Kathy White

Recycle: Efforts growing
From page I
of controlling it, or we won’t have
any environment left."
The pilot program will be in effect
for one month in order to study the
response on campus and answer the
questions of suitable bin size and
placement. If the program is successful, plans will be made to get
permanent bins. Any money earned
from the recycled newspapers will
be reinvested into the program,
Montenero said.
The next project which Montenero
wants to tackle is the recycling of office paper. There are no figures
available regarding the actual
amount of paper discarded in all of
the campus departments, but the following figures may give some idea.

Cia Meehan. a secretary for the
journalism department. estimated
2(X) sheets per day. Eric Bishop.
A.S. business office. estimated 150
pieces per day. Ed Chambers. admissions and records, said his department fills 20 to 30 boxes a week
with shreaded material.
"Because of the Federal Rights
and Privacy Act we can’t just get rid
of paper if it has student (information) on it," he said.
Montenero does not see an immediate need for can recycling on campus because of the number of people
who already collect them.
"The people who pick up the cans
are really doing society a service,"
he said. "I think it’s great."

Robin Sprague, Tay -Sachs state
program coordinator, said. "The
problem of children dying from Tay Sachs exists almost solely in the
From page I
know if you are a carrier is ithout the non-Jewish populations, because
they don’t test for it."
test.
The screening is not available
Oscar Battle. SJSU health educator. said that the last time the campus from either private physicians or labconducted the testing, they found oratories. When it is available at
large medical clinics, the cost is $25
five persons who carried the trait.
These persons were given genetic to $35.
Battle said his biggest fear about
counseling. It they had not found out
about the disease, they may have had the screening is that healthy students
a Tay -Sachs child. They would have who do not usually worry about disbeen forced to watch the disease at- ease may not show up. But, he said,
tack the central nervous system of it is important to be aware of carrythe child, causing physical degenera- ing the trait, so a person can be
tion, blindness, seizures and even- spared the agony of having a Tay Sachs child.
tually. death.

Genetic counseling will be provided by the Northern Falifornia
Tay -Sachs Disease Prevention Program. one of the sponsors of the
screening.
Other sponsors are: Student
Health Services, the Student Health
Advisory Comittee, the Pre-med
Student Association, and the Hillel
Student Organization.

Gina Kahlikian

Lori Stunt,, a freshman majoring in musk, shows that practice
makes perfect. To help her reach perfection, she practices a compo-

Music
kr,mtmigeI
What makes this project unique is
the first-ot - its -kind database created
especially for a Beethoven bibliography on the Research I ihraries Information Netw f irk
lIme RI.IN is USed or general in limitation searches in major libraries The Beethown database will he
kept on the main computer at Stanford hut the Ira F Brilliant Center
will have access to it.
The information will he bibliographic in nature. meaning it will lead
people to different sources to find a
particular item_
he special thing about (the da-

tabase) is the detailed subject indexing." Elliott said. A researcher can
find a particular item under various
subject headings.
Elliott said she, along with Beethoven scholar and musicologist
William Meredith, has started a preliminary collection of articles. They
hope to have the Beethoven hunt in
full swing by September if funds
come through. They have set a goal
at $537.(XX).
"Dr. Meredith is involved as an
expert in subject analysis." Elliott
said. "He’s a ’specialist’ on Beethoyen . ’
A ’major chunk" of the funding
is coming from the National Endowment for the Humanities, with additional funding from granting agen-

- Daily staff photographer

sition of her own on one of the pianos available in the sound -proof
rooms located in SJISU’s Music Building.

cies and interested institutions.
Elliott hopes to devote about three
years to researching hooks and peni
odicals. Later she will move on to
the collection of music scores.
"It’s an on -going project,’ ’she
explained. The system will be kept
up to date with forthcoming Beethoven biographies and discoveries.
Elliott’s search %.k I I he aided by a
technical assistant, to work directly
with input into the database, and library school interns to help in actual
research.
While there’s a lot of work to he
done over the five years. Elliott remains positive.
"It’s really an exciting project."she said.

Screening

New AIDS discovery
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)
AIDS researchers reported Thursday they found for the first time the
killer virus can infect cells in the bowels and rectum, a discovery that
might explain why homosexual men
are at high risk of infection

LITTLE PORTUGAL INVITES SJSU
to enjoy Authentic Portuguese Foods and Services !
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Brazilian Carnival Ball
With
The Dan Sabanovich Sextet

PAPOSECOS
PAO DE MILHO
(ROLLS)
(CORN BREAD)
BOLO
(UNLEAVENED CORN BREAD)

PORTUGUESE SWEET BREAD
CAKES & PASTRIES

1636 ALUM ROCK AVE.
SAN JOSE. CA 95116

Linguica
Carne Seca
Chourico
Black Beans
Farinha
Mandioca
Guarana
AND MORE..

We also have
party trays
for any occasion

I \ PP!’ f \..Th

Wild Night in Rio!

BAKERY

Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Portuguese
Brazilian Products:

I (if I’ \

We also
manufacture
a complete line
of sausage,
linguIca, pork
links, Italian
sausage, cajun
hot links, swiss
bockwurst,
smoked
bratwurst.
garlic franks
and old fashion
wieners.

Hair Stylists
QUO VADIS
SHAG, ETC

GIANT’S

BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP

SATURDAY, FEB. 6 AT 9:00 1)\1

San

Jose’s Original Afro Stylist
1608 Alum Rock Avenue
251-9745

SJSU Student Union Ballroom
ic4 $6.00 In Advance $7.50 At The Door
ket

kvailable at the ’ S. Business Office

E. Julian St.

McKee Rd.

Ilelbert’s Men’s
Clothing

E Santa CIar:

7 p.m. Mon Sat

SAN JOSE TV & VIDEO
SALES SERVICE

SHOP AROUND -SEE US LASTWE WILL BEAT ANYBODY’S
PRICES AND TAKE ANY REASONABLE OFFER. WE WILL
SERVICE TV,VCR,STEREO
ALL MAKE MODELS
0% OFF LABOR ON TVNCR!
arry in for Repair Exp. 3/11/88

Alum Rock
PORTUGUESE
MERCHANTS
1 01

9 a.m.

1601 Alum Rork Ave.
(Corner 33rd St)
Nan Jose. C4 MTh

King Rd.

4110/1123.11522

1539 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116
Between King and 101

PHONE

272_0553

16111111111111k

COMPLETE HOME
FURNISHINGS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

TAMAR CAFE & DINING
Portuguese Cuisine
Comida Portuguesa Deliciosa

jar furniture

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ON WEEKENDS

995 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95116
(408)294-1255
Store Maim Mon-Fri 10-8 Sat. 10-6 Sun. 12-6

it

Brasilia Interiors

"Best Selected Wines From Portugal"

OPEN 7 DAYS 7 A.M. 9 P.M.
Variedad los Fines de Semana.
1610 Alum Rook Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116

258-5656

25 to 50% OFF!
Carpet-Linoleum -Tiles
Hardwood Floors
Venitial Blinds
Custom Work
FREE Estimates

1525 E. Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116

(408)251-5626

